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ARCTIC CASING DOOR  

 
Arctic casing doors are designed to replace a walk-in cooler or freezer door of any manufacturer. This door is designed 

intelligently and built to last. All Arctic casing doors are overlapped, self-closing with magnetic gasket and modular 

design.   

Arctic offers two types of casing doors: 

1) Cooler Casing Door: with choice of left or right hinges  

2) Freezer Casing Door: with choice of left or right hinges 

 

 

» Made to fit most standard opening door sizes, secures to existing door frame via a pass-thru bolt anchoring system. 

» Available for walk-ins with and without floor. 

» All Arctic casing doors are foamed-in-place with CFC-free urethane foam.  

» Door plug attached to the frame with heavy-duty, self- closing, cam-action, gravity hinges that are mounted onto 

steel plates with machine bolts, ensuring maximum strength and eliminating sagging.  

» Standard exterior door hardware includes interior and exterior 36" high aluminum diamond-tread kick-plates, 

heavy-duty locking door latch handle, heavy-duty hydraulic door closer to ensure a gentle and complete door seal.  

» All Arctic casing doors and frames are reinforced with pressure treated wood backing. This framing provides extra 

support and rigidity to prevent warping, racking, or twisting.  

» Factory preinstalled door frame heater and electric junction box on Freezer Casing Doors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Thermometer Display, Light Switch, PRV (for freezers), and light fixture are not included in casing doors.  

 

Front View Detail Side View Detail 
Walk-in with a floor 

 

Casing Door Detail 

Top View Detail A-Kason Heavy Duty Self-Closing Hinges 

B-Kason Spring Action Door Closer 

C-Kason Heavy-Duty Locking Latch Handle 

D-36” Diamond Tread Kick Plate Int. & Ext. 

F-Electrical J-Box (Freezer only) 

 

32”-41” Doors come with 2 hinges. 

42” and larger come with 3 hinges. 
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ARCTIC CASING DOOR ORDER FORM  

 
Answer all the following questions to ensure the casing door is manufactured to fit your existing walk-in. Write your 
answers in the empty rectangles and submit Order Form to parts@mywalkinparts.com 
 

1) Does your walk-in have a prefabricated insulated floor?  YES or NO. 
 
If YES, answer questions 2, 3 and 4 as well. If NO, skip to question 5 and continue with the rest. 
 

2) What is the height of the floor in inches? 
 

3) Is the floor present only on one side of the door?  YES or NO.  
 

4) How do you access the walk-in? Step-in or Ramp access 
 

5) Measure horizontally, at the smallest section, the width of your current door frame opening (O.W).  
What is the current opening width O.W?  
 

6) Measure vertically from the floor to the frame the height of your current door frame opening (O.H). 
What is the current opening height O.H? 

 
7) Measure the thickness of the wall panel at the frame (P.T).  

What is the thickness P.T? 
 

8) Choose the location of the hinges for the new door. Right Hinges or Left Hinges. 

 

9) Shipping ZIP CODE. For freight costs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           

 

          

 

 

 

 

Standard size doors (34”x78”and 36”x78” openings) have a 25% restocking-fee plus shipping charges.  

Custom casing doors are NON-Returnable.   

Front View 
Top View  

Hinges  

Right Hinges  Left Hinges  
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